Joining Instruction for Counter Terrorism Tactics (CTT) Training
Aim of the Training
The aim of the Training is to inculcate specialized skills and induce focused orientation to
conduct Anti terrorist Operations in J&K theatre. The 04 weeks training programme is designed to
develop and refine Tactical skills, induce Self Confidence and build Attitude for carrying out
Operations in terrorism infested areas with systematic and professional approach. The intent of
the Training is not only to improve basic understanding of tactics but to produce combat teams
with high team spirit and professional competence.
A) Object of Training is to prepare cutting edge field commanders and personnel who are:i.

Mentally and physically Robust.

ii.

Flexible, spontaneous, Reflexive, adjustable.

iii.

Proficient to navigate in all types of terrains.

iv.

Expert on tactical use of ground and able to conduct small team operations.

v.

Proficient in Map reading, GPS and GIS.

vi.

Proficient in handling of Small arms, Area Weapons & Special equipments.

vii.

Proficient in Ambidextrous and reflex shooting.

viii.

Well versed and familiarised with new weapons/ Eqpt inducted into the Force.

ix.

Having basic knowledge about explosives, their detection & Identification.

B) Age Criteria:Particulars
GO’s & SO’s
HC/GD
CT/GD

Below
35 Yrs
40 yrs
32 Yrs

Note:- PTI/Advance PTI,QAT,CIAT,CIJW,COBRA P.I, NSG Commando qualified personnel may
please be given preference during detailment for this Course.
C)

Conduct of Training:-

Duration:-

The duration of the training will be 04 weeks.
Platoon wise Nominal Roll of personnel for training along with Adm Staff should
reach this Institute 01 week prior to commencement of training.

D)

Preparations by Platoon.

Keeping in view of the physically demanding Training, minimum two weeks Pre-course Trg may
be organised at Bn level for fitness of detailed personnel. All personnel may be put through
Physical Training, Weapons Handling with some knowledge of minor tactics.
E)

Dress and Equipments: - All personnel are required to bring following items of Dress

and Eqpt along with them:-

I.

Dress items:
i.

Two pairs of Combat Dress with A and B Scale

ii.

Two pairs of Jungle Shoes (Good quality)

iii.

Two pairs of Anklets (Should be Patti Type)

iv.

One black cloth to be used as patka to cover head.

v.

Three pairs of Socks (Good quality)

vi.

Light bedding with Mosquito Net. They should not carry steel Boxes along with
them.

vii.
II.

F)

Water bottles of 4 Ltrs

Arms/Ammunition/Equipments:Items

Quantity

1.

LMG (INSAS)

01 per platoon

2.

UBGL

02 per platoon

3.

AK-47

27 per platoon

4.

X-95

05 per platoon

5.

UBGL Grenade

01 per individual

6.

Monocular/PNS/NVD

02 Nos per platoon

Arrival at Shivpuri :
Shivpuri is well Connected by road and rail track. It is connected by regular bus services
with Gwalior, Indore, Bhopal and Jhansi. The nearest main rail heads are Gwalior and
Jhansi which are at a distance of about 115 Km and 109 Km respectively. Shivpuri has also
got its own railway station but with limited train services on Gwalior-indore/Bhopal
Section. However direct Train connectivity exists between Bhopal- Shivpuri and GwaliorShivpuri by Bhopal-Gwalior/Gwalior- Bhopal intercity Express which ply 05 days a week.

G)

Location:
CIAT School Shivpuri is located at distance of 08 Kms from Railway Station Shivpuri (MP)
on NH-3, popularly known as A.B Road towards Guna. It is situated at an altitude of 1515
Feet (462m) above mean sea level.

H)

Climate:
Shivpuri lies close to the tropic of cancer in the northern hemisphere. It has warm & dry
climate during summer and cool &dry during winters. The hot weather starts from
middle of April and lasts up to mid July. The temperature during this period soars up to
45 Degree C and beyond. Your course is going to be conducted from Last December to
January. Hence it is advised to adhere to all necessary precautions.

I)

Medical fitness:All personnel must be declared medically fit i.e. SHAPE-I by the Medical Officer of the Unit
and fitness certificate along with latest AME Report must be produced on arrival.(Utmost
essential).

J)

Withdrawal from Training:i.

Trainees who are medically unfit or suffering from any chronic disease will not be
permitted to undergo CTT.

ii.

Absence from training for more than 03 days on any account will lead to
withdrawal from Training.

iii.

Platoon commanders will be responsible for discipline and conduct of their
Company personnel.

K) Administrative Requirements ( For 10 Platoons or 04 Coys)
i.

Signal Communication Cover
All Platoons must report with their Signal staff and Signal equipments ie. 25 Watt VHF, HF
SET, 5 wt Man Pack , extra batteries, chargers, VOX System etc. as per actual operational
requirement.

ii

.Medical :- One pharmacist or Nursing assistance may be detailed to provide medical
assistance during various exercises.

iii.

Motor Transport:Sufficient vehicles along with drivers, fitters and other staff must accompany the S/Unit
personnel for training and Adm purpose i.e. to move personnel to and from dropping
points and to firing ranges which are situated at far off places.
Details of Vehicle required for Trg:Sl No

Details of Vehicle

Remarks

1

Light Vehicle

02

2.

52 Seated Bus

05

3.

Ambulance

01

Iron Cot: - Iron Cots may not be brought.
iv.

Adm Staff :Particulars
HC/GD
CT/GD
Armourer
CT/ Cobbler
CT/Tailor
CT/ Carpenter
CT/Cook
CT/Barber
CT/SK

a)

Requirement
04
08
12
04
01
01
01
10
02
06

Purpose
Mess Comdr
Mess CT
Guard for Kote & accommodation

Advance Party under subordinate Officer should report to CIAT Svp one week prior to

commencement of training to cater for various Adm requirements for the training Viz- booking of
Gas Cylinders and earmarking of accommodation, Mess, Stores, etc.
b)

Sufficient materials of hygiene & sanitation items also may be brought by troops.

L)

Railway warrant and A/Voucher:- This institute will not provide any Air voucher and
railway warrant for return journey. The Unit may arrange the same at its own level.

Contacts:Further query, if any, on the subject may be addressed to email ID pplciatsvp@crpf.gov.in or
Control Room No. 07492-225700

IGP/Principal

